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Abstract

This paper describes research on new methods and architectures that
enable the synergistic combination of 1Pand ATM technologies. We

have designed a highly scalable gigabit IP router based on an ATM

core and a set of tightly coupled general-purpose processors. This
altpm (pronounced “IP on ATM” or, if you prefer, “ip-attem”) archi-

tecture provides flexibility in congestion control, routing, resource
management, and packet scheduling.

Tbe a?pm architecture is designed to allow experimentation
with, and tine tuning of, the protocols and algorithms that are ex-

pected to form the core of the next generation 1Pin the context of a
gigabit environment. The underlying mtrlti-cpu embedded system

will ensure that there are enough CPU and memory cycles to per-
form all 1Ppacket processing at gigabit rates. We believe that the

a]tpm architecture will not only lead to a scalable high-performance
gigabit IP router technology, but will also demonstrate that IP and

ATM technologies can be mutually supportive.

1 Introduction

The Internet protocol suite provides the foundation for the cur-
rent data communications infrastructure in the United States and
much of the rest of the world. The IP protocols have proven to

be very flexible and have been deployed widely over the past two

decades. As technology makes it possible to communicate at gigabit
speeds, it is essential to create scalable, high-performance routers

that implement IP protocols. In the past ten years, Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM) technology has emerged as a key component

of next generation networks. ATM offers unprecedented scalabil-
ity and cosf/performance, as well as the ability to reserve network

resources for real-time oriented traffic and support for multipoint

communication,

Although IP and A’tTt often have been viewed as competitors,
we believe their complementary strengths and limitations form a
natural alliance that combines the best aspects of both technologies.
For instance, one limitation of ATM networks has been the relatively

large gap between the speed of the network data paths and the

control operations needed to configure those data paths to meet
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changing user needs. IP’S greatest strength, on the other hand, is
its inherent flexibility and its capacity to adapt rapidly to changing

conditions. These complementary strengths and limitations make
it natural to combine IP with ATM to obtain the best that each has to

offer.

This paper describes our research on new methods and archi-
tectures for achieving the synergistic combination of 1P and ATM

technologies. We have designed a highly scalable gigabit 1Prouter
based on an ATM core. This altpm router integrates the following

core architecture components:

●

●

●

A gigabit ATM switching fabric that is highly scalable in terms

of the number of ports and provides optimal hardware support
for multicasting [18, 19];

A multi-cpu embedded system that includes a string of ATM
Port Interconnect Controllers (APICS) [4,5,6] and allows flex-

ible and high-performance IP packet processing in software.

A distributed software system capable of forwarding IP pack-

ets at gigabit data rates on the ATM substrate and configuring
that substrate dynamically to provide efficient handling of IP

packet streams.

Tbe paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the hard-
ware and software architecture of the aItpm route~ Section 3 de-

scribes how packet processing is carried ouc Section 4 describes
bow various other Intemet protocols (such as ICMP, IGMP, and IP

version 6) are supported by an a$pm route~ Section 5 compares the
a[tpm approach with related work; and Section 6 presents concluding
remarks.

2 Architecture of the Gigibit a*tpm Router

2.1 System Overview

An overview of the a*tpm router architecture is shown in Figure 1.
Esch router is designed using ATM switch and host interface compo-
nents. These components form a substrate that links a set of 1PPro-

cessing Elements (IPPE). IPPEShandle the 1Ppacket processing and

directly control the ATM substrate. The IPPEs are general-purpose
processors implementing flexible routing and queuing strategies
that are central to high-performance 1Pnetworks.

Each router has anumberof high-speed ports (1.2 Gb/s) equipped
with routing cards that implement the required IP functionality. The
main data path of each routing card passes through a sequence of
ATM Port Interconnect (APIC) chips. The APIC chip is an extensi-
ble, high-performance network interface chip designed to interface
directly to the main memory bus of a high-performance computing
system. Tbe APIC supports zero-copy semantics, so that no copy-
ing is required to deliver data from the network to an application.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1145%2F217391.217409&domain=pdf&date_stamp=1995-10-01
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Figure 1: Gigabit altpm Router

The gigabit a]tpm router uses a chain of APICS to support a set of

embedded microprocessors that perform 1Pprocessing.

Each router may also have line cards that support interfaces
to workstations, servers and other 1Prouters (to reach machines on
conventional LANS and on the Intemet). A line card has 12 interfaces
at 150 Mb/s and one at 600 Mb/s. These streams are multiplexed

together at the cell level and sent through the ATM backplane. Line
cards interfacing directly to shared access LANs (such as Ethernet
and FDDI) are also possible.

The basic operation of the router is illustrated in Figure 2. This
figure shows an IP datagram being sent from the workstation labeled

A across an ATM permanent virtual circuit to the IP processing

element labeled B. At B, an 1P routing table lookup is done to
determine the router’s output port where the packet should be sent.

The packet is then forwarded to that output port (C). At C, the

packet is queued for transmission on the outgoing link and then
sent on its way.

The scenario in Figure 2 routes the packet using two passes

through the ATM switch. The second pass is required since the
line cards have no dedicated 1Pprocessing capability. While such

thctionality could be included in the line cards, the added cost may
not be justified by the performance improvement. In particular, the

ATM backplane imposes only a small latency for the extra pass
(= lops).

In some cases, only one pass through the ATM switch is required.
For example, one pass is possible when a packet arrives at an input
port connected directly to a routing card, and it is destined for an
output port connected to another routing card, The second pass

may be eliminated in other cases, as well. For example, in the
scenario described above, the routing table lookup done at B may
determine that the outgoing link connected to B‘s routing card is
the best choice. In this case, the packet is queued for transmission

at B, and the extra pass through the switch is skipped.

The altpm router architecture permits the 1P layer to dynami-
cally configure ATM virtual circuits to optimize the handling of user
information flows. To achieve this, we introduce a “cut-through”

mechanism to allow more efficient handling of bursts consisting of
many packets. For example, suppose an application starts transmit-

● ✌✎
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OE – Optical/Electronic Interface
TI - Transmission Interface
APIC – ATM Port Interconnect Controller
C – Cache
BI – Bus Interface
MC – Memory Controller
VRAM – Video RAM
OC3 - 150 Mb/s Sonet Interface
0C12 – 600 Mb/s Sonet Interface
MUX - Multiplexer
DMUX - Demultiplexor

ting a file and the resulting stream of packets arrives at the router

in Figure 2 on the external link connected to router card B. The

IPPE handling the packet stream responds by queueing the packets

temporarily while it determines the best outgoing link. It then sends

control cells to the embedded ATM switch, instructing it to configure
anew virtual circuit on the selected outgoing link. Packets received
for subsequent transmission are queued on the newly configured
virtual circuit. After the buffer for this flow has been completely

flushed, it may instruct the APIC to forward subsequent cells from
this flow directly along the virtual circuit, without passing through

the IPPE. This approach allows the 1Player to maintain full control
over individual packet flows and modify its decisions as necessary,

while amortizing the cost of the more complex decision-making

processes over many 1P packets. The design of the cut-through
mechanisms is discussed further in Section 3.

The altpm architecture also enables the IP layer to configure mul-

ticast virtual circuits by allowing 1Pmulticast to be implemented
directly at the hardware level. Consequently, IP multicast appli-

cations such as the MBONE can be supported in a highly scalable
fashion. This makes it possible for a very large number of multicast

applications to operate on the network at the same time.

2.2 Hardware Architecture

An overview of the aItpm system architecture was described above.
This section discusses the various hardware subsystems and compo-
nents that are used to implement the aItpm architecture. One central

component is the ATM Port Interconnect Chip (APIC). The APIC has
been designed as a flexible, extensible, and high-performance ATM
host interface chip [4, 5, 6]. It provides direct support for segmenta-
tion and reassembly, efficient data transfer across a host processor’s
memory bus, support for zero-copy to and from an application’s ad-
dress space, and pacing of cell flows for individual virtual circuits.

The APIC is designed with two bidirectional ATM interfaces. This
design allows multiple APICS to be chained together conveniently,
as in the router card application described above.

A block diagram of the APIC is shown in Figure 3. The inputs at

the top left are parallel interfaces that transfer ATM cells according
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Figure 2: Example Showing Data Flow

Figure 3: ATM Port Interconnect Chip (APIC)

to the Utopia [21] interface standard. This standard specifies how
to connect SONET transmission devices to ATM switches and host
interface circuits. The output interfaces at the top right are similar.
The bus interface at the bottom of the figure is 64 bits wide. It is
designed to be directly compatible with the Sun Mbus specifica-
tion [17], but may be adapted to other memory buses with auxiliary

logic.
Cells arriving from either of the Utopia inputs are placed in the

central cell store (its capacity is 256 cells) via the VCXT subsystem.
This subsystem performs a table lookup to determine how to pro-

cess a cell. Cells maybe forwarded directly to one of the outgoing
Utopia interfaces or they may be directed to the external memory

interface (EMI). A single cell may be directed to both. The output
framers (oFO and OF1) and the RX-CRC block schedule the trans-

mission of cells to either of the two Utopia outputs and to the EMI
respectively. The pacer is responsible for cell pacing for all active

connections to ensure that cells are transmitted at the appropriate
rate from the local external memory to the Utopia outputs. For cells

directed to the local external memory, the EMI also provides address
information and batches multiple cells together to achieve efficient

transfer across the bus. The receive CRC block (Rx-CRC) computes
the AAL5 CRC as cells pass through to the EMI. The transmit CRC

block (TX-CRC) computes the outgoing CRC as cells pass to the cell
store.

The interfaces between the various inputs and outputs within
the central cell store are completely asynchronous. This allows a
wide range of link speeds to be accommodated in a straightforward
fashion. The APIC permits individual Utopia ports to be configured

for either 16 bit or 32 bit operation, with completely independent

clocks. This enables the data paths flowing through the APIC chain to

and from the core switch to operate at a higher rate than the external
links. Therefore, queuing may be managed primarily within the

IPPEs. In addition, the VCXT and dispatcher subsystems may cache
information relating to specific packet flows. Thus, packets maybe

forwarded directly along the main data path without processing by
the IPPE.

The second key component of the gigabit altpm router is the
ATM switch at its core, as illustrated in Figure 4. The system com-
prises a multistage switching network that implements dynamic
routing of cells to evenly balance the load from all inputs and
outputs over the entire network [18, 19]. The network supports
gigabit operation by striping cells across four parallel planes (each

cell is divided and transferred in parallel through all four planes
simultaneously, minimizing latency). The network also supports

an elementary ‘copy-by-two’ operation, Together with a novel cell
recycling scheme, this permits an incoming cell to be copied F

times with Iogz F passes through the switch. This architecture
is the only nonblocking multicast switch architecture known that
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Figure 4: Gigabit ATM Switch Architecture

achieves optimal scaling with respect to interconnection network

complexity, routing memory and virtual circuit modification. In
large configurations it achieves order-of-magnitude cost improve-

ments over competing multicast switch architectures. See [17] for
forther details. The architecture is implemented using a set of three
custom integrated circuits. One circuit implements the Switch EL
ements making up the switching network. The other two circuits

implement the Port Processors that interface to the external links

and perform cell routing (using virtual circuit identifiers) and cell
buffering. The Input and Output Port Processor chips, like the APIC.
implement the Utopia interface. This makes it possible to directly

connect an APIC to a switch port processor.

The gigabit altpm router uses the ATM switch to configure it-

self by sending control cells over its ATM links. Cells with a special
VPI/VCI combination are interpreted as switch control cells for those

ports that are enabled to receive them. The contents of their pay-
loads determine the functions to perform, as well as the switch ports

where they are to be performed. When a control cell is received
from a link, it is forwarded to the port it operates upon. The target

port processor then carries out the required operation. Most com-
monly, the requested operation is to read or write an entry in the

port’s virtual circuit routing table. In addition, this same mechanism
may be used to configure certain hardware options or to access cell
counters (these are maintained on both a link and per virtual circuit
basis) or other status registers. In typical ATM switch applications

there would be a single processor managing the switch resources.
However, there is no intrinsic reason why these resources cannot be
managed in a distributed fashion by a collection of IPPEs that setup
and modify virtual circuits quasi-independently. The IPPEs inform
each other of their resource usage and respond cooperatively when

conflicts arise. Therefore, it is possible to distribute control in such
a way that non-conflict-producing decisions are very fast, allowing

virtual circuits to be established in under 100 microseconds. For a
ten megabyte information burst (transfemed at 1.2 Gb/s per second),
the virtual circuit could be established before the first .2% of the
burst has been received. Thus, the IPPE would explicitly process

only a small part of the entire burst.

Output Port
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2.3 Software Run-time Environment

The common path of IP packet forwarding is relatively simple and
may be implemented in less than one hundred RISC instructions [1 6].

However, operating system (OS) related overheads of packet pro-
cessing (such as data movement, intermpt processing, and context

switching) are significant and may limit the overall packet through-
put of a system. Therefore, we have selected a software nut-time

environment for the aItpm IPPEsthat minimizes OSrelated overheads.
We are using a general-purpose Unix operating system that is tuned

for the IPPE environment. Since an IPPE is not a general-purpose

workstation, it is possible to “disable” the following unnecessary

os capabilities that represent sources of performance overhead:

Demand paging is disabled by allowing the kernel code to be

locked in the physical memory. This will ensure that there are
no page faults during packet processing. In fact, the IP packet
processing code may reside in the CPU cache, and thus, save

memory and bus accesses during packet processing.

The interrupt-driven receive interface may be replaced with
a polled interface to eliminate any interrupt processing over-
head. Note that the APIC also supports a polled interface that

allows the APIC to signal packet reception and transmission
by modifying status bits in a data structure that is shared
between the APIC and kernel memory.

Also note that the APIC allows zero-copy packet processing

so there is no performance cost due to data copying.

All daemons and other system processes that are not needed
on a given IPPEare disabled on it. Since the IPPESdo not have
any local disk they boot off of a boot ROM using a remote
machine as the boot server.

With these modifications, the Unix environment can be nearly
as efficient as a custom embedded software system. One major
advantage of the Unix environment is that the software development
and rtmtime environments are essentially the same. This greatly
facilitates development, debugging, and testing of various software

modules. Also, existing Unix implementations of protocols are
easily ported to IPPEs.
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3 Packet Forwarding in an a]tpm Router

Before discussing how packets are forwarded in the altpm router,

we describe how the APIC moves packets between the ATM data path

and the IPPE. 1Ppackets passing along the chain of APICS are carried
on several ATM virtual circuits. Different virtual circuits are used

to prevent interleaving of cells belonging to separate packet flows
and provide traffic isolation. Each APIC is configured with a list of
vcs that are the responsibility of its attached lPPE. When a cell is
received on one of these VCS, it is forwarded to the attached IPPE.
Otherwise, it is passed along the APIC chain.

An APIC maintains a Connection State Block (CSB) for each of

its VCS. Among other things, the CSB stores a packet chain pointer
that points to a queue of packets received. It also contains a write

pointer that points to a buffer indicating whereto store the next cell
within the IPPE’s VRAM. A memory transfer is carried out in batches

of cells to maximize VRAM throughput. The APIC also computes

the AAL5 CRC as the cells belonging to a packet are being written
into tbe IPPE’S memory. If the CRC does not match, the packet
is dropped silently. Otherwise, the APIC enqueues the packet in
the receive packet queue. The APIC also adds the CSB to a linked
list of CSBS (if is not already on the list) to indicates that the VC
needs attention from the CPU. Therefore, the APIC does not need to
intemrpt the CPU for every packet.

The APIC driver executing on the IPPE processor stays in a tight

loop checking for additions to the linked list of CSBS containing

valid data. As soon as the APIC driver finds a new CSB, it forwards

it and the associated packet(s) to the IP packet processing routine.

Packets being forwarded by the lPPE back into the ATM cell
stream are handled similarly. Each active outgoing vc has an entry

on a linked list of CSBS. The CSB contains a pointer to a linked list
of packet descriptors that constitute the transmit packet queue for

that VC. Once the IPPE enqueues a packet in this queue, it gives a
grant signal to the APIC, causing it to DMA the packet (or packets)
from the lPPE’s memory, segment it into cells and insert the cells
into the ATM cell flow.

For long messages or bursts, we propose to implement IP packet
forwarding by using the ATM layer to provide a ‘fast-path’ that is
used for most packets in a burst. The fast path is established by
software in the IPPEs at the start of the burst. For short messages

(in particular, messages consisting of a single packet), all packet
processing is handled by the IPPE software. In this section, we

describe the processing of packets for both short messages and
longer bursts.

3.1 1P Packet Processing for Short Messages

In Section 3.2, we describe a technique for processing of IP packet
flows containing many packets, which allows most of the data to
be forwarded directly at the ATM layer without explicit software
processing. However, often a router receives short messages that

do not benefit from the use of such techniques. In addition, a router
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may receive packets that for some other reason require explicit
software processing at every router.

Each ATM link connecting different routers has one (or possibly
more than one) virtual circuit dedicated to carrying packets that

require explicit software processing. An APIC at the receiving end
of such a link forwards such packets into the memory of its IPPE.

In this case, the required 1Pprocessing is carried out on the IPPE.
This processing includes checking the validity of the packet header,

making a routing decision, updating the appropriate header fields

(e.g., the time-to-live and header checksum), and enqueueing the

packet for forwarding to the proper output port. The bulk of this
processing is identical to that performed by conventional 1Prouters

and can be optimized to about one hundred instructions per packet
in the common case, as described in [16].

Each input IPPE maintains a dedicated virtual circuit to each of
the output IPPES. When queueing a packet for a particular output
port, it selects the virtual circuit corresponding to an IPPE at the
proper output port. The output IPPE buffers packets received from

different input lPPEs and schedules them for transmission on a single
outgoing virtual circuit. The scheduling algorithm performed by

the output IPPE is designed to ensure that each packet flow receives

the appropriate quality of service.

3.2 [P Packet Processing for Longer Bursts

To allow fast-path processing for longer bursts of IP packets
we pre-configure a set of permanent virtual circuits (PVC) joining

IPPESin adjacent routers. That is, we have permanent virtual circuits
crossing a single link, joining the IPPESon the output side of a router

to the IPPEs on the input side of adjacent routers. Each PVC may be
in one of two states: active or inactive. At the time of initialization

or when a PVC is not being used, it is in an inactive state. The APICS

at the receiving end have all PVCS in their internal vc tables, and
keep track of the state of each PVC.

If a packet is received on an inactive PVC, (meaning that the

upstream router has decided to use this PVC), the virtual circuit

switches from inactive to active. The APIC sends the packet to the
IPPEfor processing as shown in Figure 6 for vc = 54. The IPPEdoes

four things:

● The IPPE makes a routing decision to select the output port.

This decision may be made based on dynamic information
on the status and current loading of the various output ports,
as well as static routing information,

● Next, the IPPEexchanges control messages with the IPPEat the

selected output port to get an unused PVCto forward packets to
the next router. Upon receiving the proper response, it sends a

control cell to the ATM switch, configuring it to forward cells
received at the input to the proper output, with the proper

virtual circuit identifier. Note that this control interaction
is purely local to the router and involves no long-latency
interactions,

o The input IPPE, in cooperation with its APIC, then forwards

packets it has received during the time that has passed back
into the main data flow. When all such packets have been
forwarded, the APIC begins forwarding cells on that virtual
circuit directly, without diverting them through the IPPE. This

operation of flushing packets that have accumulated at the
input IPPE requires close coordination between the IPPE and

the APIC, but poses no fundamental difficulty. (The bandwidth
available through the APIC chain is roughly twice as large

as the bandwidth of the external link, guaranteeing that the
accumulated packets can be flushed rapidly.)

When the burst of packets that established a given connection
is completed, the connection maybe tom down. This maybe done

explicitly, through flow maintenance messages (where available),
or implicitly. One simple implicit mechanism involves monitoring

usage of PVCS on the output side of the router, and allowing the
output IPPE to reclaim any PVC that has not been used recently. This

would require that the output IPPE inform the input IPPE using the
PVC, so the input IPPE can set its incoming PVC to the inactive state

(meaning that packets received subsequently will be processed by

the IPPE). The output IPPE would also need to send a control cell on

the outgoing PVC to force the IPPEat the next router to reset the PVC to
the inactive state. This may be accomplished by defining a special

resource management cell for this purpose. Reclaiming unused
PVCSmaybe done as a continual background process. Likewise, it

may be done on-demand only when an arriving packet requests use
of a link in which all PVCSare already in use.

When selecting output ports to receive a given stream of pack-
ets, we try to select the port that is best able to accommodate the

added traffic. In some cases however, an output link will become
overloaded, causing cells to accumulate in the buffer at the APIC on
the output side. When this happens, the APIC will start diverting

packets to the IPPE. The larger memory capacity at the IPPE allows
it to absorb fairly long-lasting overloads. However, it is important

that the IPPE schedule the use of the overloaded resource to provide

fair treatment of all the competing traffic streams. Since the over-

load could also lead to congestion in the ATM core, it should send

control cells to the IPPE’s that are sending it packets, causing them
to start buffering packets on the input side and forwarding them

on at a reduced rate. The input IPPE may also reconfigure packet
streams away from the congested link if there are other acceptable

choices available. This requires some coordination with other IPPEs
to prevent control oscillations between different links.

One aspect of cut-through handling of IP packets is that the

time-to-live field (hop count in IPV6) is processed only in packets
that pass through IPPEs. While this violates a strict interpretation of

IP protocol processing, we believe it is not a serious violation. The
purpose of the time-to-live field is to detect routing loops. Thus, if

we process the first packet of a burst in each router on the path, we

can still detect routing loops and flush the entire burst. We simply

interpret the time-to-live field of the first packet in the burst as
applying to the whole burst. A similar argument justifies selective
processing of other fields that would normally be processed at every
hop.

3.3 Congestion Avoidance and Control

As indicated in the previous section, we seek to avoid congestion
as much as possible by routing arriving bursts of packets to output

links that are best able to accommodate them. The loading on

the various output links can be obtained by polling hardware cell
counters in the output port processors of the ATM core. The counters
are read using control cells, which are time-stamped when data is

read to allow accurate determination of the load during short time
intervals.

If information describing the data rate for an 1Ppacket stream
is available (through a reservation protocol like RSVP, for instance),
this can be used to optimize the output port selection process. In
particular, if there are several good choices available (that is, links

that can all accommodate the added traffic), it is best to select the
busiest link. This policy minimizes bandwidth fragmentation and

improves the performance for later-arriving bursts. In the absence
of such information, the best choice is the least busy link.

When the load on an output link exceeds its capacity, packets
may accumulate in the outgoing IPPE. Careful scheduling is required

to ensure that each packet stream receives acceptable performance.
A number of scheduling algorithms have been proposed over the
past few years [9, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 22]. Two of them have re-
ceived most attention in the Intemet community. One was designed
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by a collaboration between MIT and Xerox PARC and is generally

referred to as the csz algorithm [3]; the other was designed at LBL,

and is named Class-Based-Queueing (CBQ) [9].

The c.$zalgorithm combines three simple building blocks; weighted
fair queueing (WFQ), priority queueing, and FIFO. In order to pro-

vide guaranteed service to selected traffic streams, WFQ is used at
the top level of csz scheduling to provide traffic isolation. Prio-

rity queueing is used to separate predictive real time services from
best-effect traffic, as well as to separate different classes of pre-
dictive services. Each predictive class contains multiple real time
data flows. Within a class, FIFO queueing is used to take the most
advantage of statistical multiplexing. The principle of WFQ is also
used to build a sharing tree, which is orthogonal to the scheduling

architecture, to enforce link-sharing.

In CBQ the basic building blocks are priority queueing, round-
robin scheduling, and a novel “borrowing hierarchy” for link-
sharing control. CBQ uses priority at the top level of the scheduling

control, thus it does not provide guaranteed real time services.
Classes within each priority level are served in a round-robin fash-

ion. In addition to this scheduling architecture, there is a separate
“borrowing hierarchy” that includes all traffic classes and the allo-

cated bandwidth to each class. Whenever a packet is forwarded,
the bandwidth usage of the corresponding class is adjusted. Upon
becoming resource overdrawn, a class may either borrow more
bandwidth from its parent class (if the parent has any left), or be
handled in a predefine manner (such as being suspended for a
while, or packets being dropped). This borrowing hierarchy may

provide adequate link-sharing control and has an extremely efficient
implementation.

The a[tpm router will provide a testbed for evaluating these and

other packet scheduling algorithms in a gigabit environment.

3.4 1P Muiticast Forwarding

To support 1Pmulticast forwarding, a router must be able to take a
single incoming packet and send it out multiple outgoing ports. In

conventional, bus-based router architectures, this is an expensive
operation. Typically, a CPUmust make multiple copies of the packet,
which incurs a large number of bus and memory cycles. It also
incurs undesirable delay: the last copy of a packet is delayed by the

time it takes to make all the other copies. The altpm router avoids
the cycle-cost and delay of csw-based acket copying by exploiting

1!the cell-replication capability of the a t m ATM backplane to achieve
high-performance 1Pmulticast forwarding.

In particular, when the first of a stream of IP multicast packets
is received at an IPPE, a multicast route lookup is performed. This

yields an ATM VCI that was previously configured using the IGMPand

multicast routing protocols and locally bound to the given multicast
address. The IPPE then modifies the virtual circuit table in the ATM
switch’s input port processor to forward cells to the proper multicast

VCL After that, the IPPE hands off to the APIC as before, allowing
the remainder of the burst to be processed at the cell level.

3.5 Performance Issues

We estimate that the combination of the APIC and IPPE will achieve
sustained packet processing rates of between 100 and 200 thousand
packets per second. This is based on the assumption that the IPPE’S
processor executes instructions at a sustained rate of 40 MIPS while

processing packets and that between 200 and 400 instructions are
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sufficient for each packet. This is fast enough to accommodate a
fully loaded 1.2 Gb/s link with average packet sizes of between 750

and 1500 bytes. This implies that traffic loads consisting mostly of

small packets can be handled with reasonable efficiency and that

IPPEscan accommodate the traffic flows they are required to process

during the start of a burst or a congestion build-up.

For long bursts, it’s important to understand the control delay

incurred at the start of a burst while packets are waiting for the

local virtual circuit to be established. We estimate that this control

delay will be less than 100 ps per router. Therefore, an end-to-
end path through ten routers will involve about 1 ms of control
delay. For wide-area network applications, this added delay is not a

significant penalty. Notice though, that as a burst progresses through
the network, each router adds some additional delay, meaning that

the first portion of the burst becomes “compressed” as it moves
through the network. Thus, the last router in a ten router path

will process about ten times as many packets in software does the

first router in the path. This suggests that establishment of the

local paths is clearly beneficial only for bursts that use the virtual

circuit for a time duration of at least about 10 ms. This need not

be continuous. As long as the virtual circuit is used for at least 10
ms before being reallocated to some other traffic stream, we benefit

from establishment of the local virtual circuit. This implies that
we should hold virtual circuits for as long as possible, once they

have been allocated to a particular traffic stream. So long as there
are sufficient virtual circuits available, this does not present any

difficulty.

4 Other Protocols

To operate correctly, an a[tpm router must implement several pro-

tocols besides [P. These include an ATM-PPP protocol, the Intemet
Control Message protocol (ICMP), the intemet routing protocol(s),

telnet, a flow setup protocol such as RSVP, and others. In addition,
next-generation routers must support the IP version 6 protocol. The

following paragraphs summarize operation of these protocols on
aItPm.

ATM PPP Protocol. The preceding description implies the ex-
istence of a point-to-point protocol for carrying 1Ppackets between

artpm routers. This protocol defines the use of AAL5 for carrying IP

packets and defines the “reset” control cell used to force a PVC into

the inactive state. It also defines the procedures for establishing

these PVCSin the first place.
Internet Control Message Protocol. ICMP is used to send

error and control messages from a router back to the originator of

the acket whose processing led to the ICMP message. In the case of
!Pan a t m router, the ICMP messages are generated by either an input

or output IPPE (the input IPPE is the one that received the original

packet and the output IPPE is the one to transmit the packet). If
a message is generated at an input IPPE, it may be sent on the
same link and does not need to go through the switch, Some ICMP
messages may be generated at an output IPPE by packet scheduling
and congestion detection algorithms. These messages are sent from
the output IPPE to the input IPPE through the switch so that the ICMP

message may be returned to the source of the packet.
Unicast and multicast routing protocols. One of the IPPEs,

called the “route server IPPE” (RS-IPPE) is responsible for running
Intemet routing protocol(s) that maintain an up-to-date routing table
for the entire router. Routing updates received at all IPPEs are sent

to the RS-IPPE. In response to these updates, the RS-IPPErecomputes
the routing table and uses a pre-established multicast virtual circuit
to broadcast a co y of the table (or only modifications) to other

7PIPPES within the a t m. Thus, each IPPE independently makes the

routing decision for an incoming IP packet.
Another IPPE, called the “multicast server IPPE” (MS-IPPE) is re-

sponsible for maintaining multicast group information within the

a?pm. Efficient multicast support is essential for higher-level ser-
vices such as Multicast Backbone (MBoNE), which provides one-

to-many and many-to-many network delivery services for applica-
tions such as video-conferencing and network audio. Creation of,

and modifications to, multicast groups in an altpm router happen
in response to IGMP messages and multicast routing updates. The

MS-IPPE is also res onsible for creating and maintaining multicast
P

vcs within the art m for active IP multicast groups. Once these

multicast vcs are set up, routing of an input multicast 1Ppacket is
done independently by an IPPE without having to go through the

MS-IPPE.
Telnet. The Intemet model allows each port of the router (and

even each IPPE in the a?pm) to have a unique IP address. However,
to hide the internal complexity of the router and to conserve IP

addresses, we allow only one 1P address per router. This means
that IPPEs are not addressable individually. Therefore, we plan to
have one of the IPPEs per aItpm, called the control IPPE (C-IPPE),
run the telnet and other daemons. Thus, telnet’ing to an altpm

router involves connecting to its C-IPPE. Of course, the C-IPPE has
vc connections to all other IPPEs within the aItpm router. Thus, a

remote user with appropriate access rights may access and control

any of these IPPEs.

Flow Setup and Reservation Protocols. These functions are
handled similarly to the routing protocols. All RSVP messages are

sent to a designated IPPE (possibly the same as the RS-IPPE). This
IPPEperforms the admission control fonction on flow setup requests,

and if a request may be admitted, the IPPE makes an appropriate
reservation and informs the concerned IPPESon the input and output

links.

An alternate arrangement could be to process RSVP messages at

the appropriate output IPPES. However, this could lead to synchro-

nization problems, in the case of a multicast flow if some output
links may accommodate the flow, and some may not.

1P version 6. IPV6 is designed as the next-generation Intemet
routing protocol. a]tpm support for IPV6 is straightforward since

IPV6 packet formats have been designed to simplify packet process-
ing and help with QoS guarantees, as explained in the following

paragraphs:

●

●

●

●

●
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The presence of a Flow Label in the IPV6 packet header sim-

plifies per-packet processing. For example, flow labels may
be used to do hash table lookup for packet routing. Likewise,

they may be mapped directly on to vcs to allow hardware
based cut-through routing and provide Quality of Service

(QoS) support at the IP level.

IPV6 eliminates computing the header length and comparing

it with a minimum. In IPV4, it is necessary to check each
datagram header to see if the header length was set to a value

greater than or equal to the minimum.

IPV6 also eliminates the header checksum. It assumes that
each link level protocol (for example AAL5) will provide a
hop-to-hop error detection using CRC or something compara-
ble.

IPV6 eliminates fragmentation at a router. If a router cannot
forward an IP datagram because the outgoing interface sup-
ports MTU sizes less than the packet size, the router does not
fragment the packet. Instead, the router drops the packet and
sends an ICMP error message back to the source.

IPV6 eliminates 1Poptions processing for the common case.
If the destination address does not match any local address,

then IP option headers do not have to be examined (except
for the unusual hop-by-hop options header).



5 Related Work

1Prouters have been produced commercially for many years now.

The classical router architecture consists of a single general-purpose

processor with multiple hardware interfaces to point-to-point links

or shared access subnetworks. Over the last decade, commercial

router vendors have migrated to architectures in which increasing

amounts of processing are placed on the interface cards and a high

bandwidth interconnect (usually a high-speed bus or crossbar) pro-
vides connectivity among the different interface cards. An notable
example of this style of architecture is a recent product by Net-

Star [15]. The NetStar architecture comprises a central crossbar
with serial interfaces operating at about 1 Gb/s per port together
with interface cards containing two programmable processors and

custom hardware for buffering and selected IP functions.
The altpm router differs from this type of architecture in two

fundamental ways. First, because it is based on a scalable switch
fabric with optimal cost/performance, rather than a crossbar, the

a[tpm architecture scales up economically to configurations with

thousands of high-speed ports. This allows large networks to be

constructed far more economically than is possible by composing

many small switches. Networks constructed from large switches

require substantially more interface cards, which are a major cost
component. The construction of large networks from small switches

also leads to better performance, since it minimizes the number of
hops required. Most of the commercial architectures have no way

to support multicast at the hardware level. Therefore, the software

bears the entire load, which significantly restricts the amount of
multicast traffic that may be supported.

A second fundamental difference between the aItpm architecture

and conventional routers is its ability to use the ATM core in a dy-
namic fashion to allow the vast majority of 1Ppackets to be routed

directly in hardware, without the requirement for software process-
ing at every hop. While the altpm architecture permits all processing

to be done in software, the potential for using cut-through packet

handling to optimize the normal case (while software processing
is triggered for exceptions), raises the possibility of getting sub-

stantially higher data throughputs for a given amount of software
processing capacity.

Another less basic, but still important, distinction between our
approach and conventional routing architectures is that we use

general-purpose components in the a[tpm. We expect these compo-
nents to become commodity ATM parts over the next several years.

The APIC is a general-purpose host interface chip, and the extensions
required for the aItpm router require only that it be able to identify

packet boundaries, using AAL5. Commercial router vendors are
generally moving toward embedding portions of the actual IP pro-

cessing in custom hardware. We feel this approach will limit their

ability to keep pace with future protocol enhancements and tech-

nology advances. (A good example of the kind of custom hardware
solution we feel is inappropriate is described in [20], which embeds

some of the 1Pprotocol processing in custom integrated circuits.)
Our approach also differs significantly from simply implement-

ing an 1Poverlay network, on top of permanent or semi-permanent
virtual circuits provided by an underlying ATM network, The fun-

damental difference is again that in the a]tpm router, the 1Player can
directly establish virtual circuits on the fly for individual data bursts

(without end-to-end processing). This enables it to exploit the
hardware switching advantages of ATM to dramatically reduce the

amount of software processing that is required. Note that this can
accomplished without the performance penalty and loss of flexibil-
ity associated with end-to-end virtual circuit setup. Moreover, the
close physical integration of the IP processing with the ATM switch-
ing leads to significant implementation economies. The compati-
bility of the gigabit switch port processors and the APIC, resulting
from their common use of the Utopia interface standard, makes this

physical integration particularly beneficial.
A similar gateway architecture, with an ATM fabric at the core

for high performance and scalability, was also proposed in [1].

However, [1] had argued for all per-packet processing to be imple-

mented in hardware which is not economical, flexible and neces-

sary, especially if the software per-packet processing can be made

efficient enough to support the necessary data rates.
Finally, the altpm router differs from commercial efforts in that

it provides a flexible testbed for experimentation with the latest
versions of the 1P protocols at gigabit rates. As such, it is an
invaluable source of real experimental results and a tool for protocol
researchers that may be tailored to suit evolving needs.

6 Concluding Remarks

This paper describes a strategy for integrating IP with ATM to achieve

scalable, gigabit intemets. We seek to go well beyond the conven-

tional approach of implementing 1Pover ATM in a strictly layered

fashion. We believe that by allowing the IP processing layer to

directly control and manipulate an underlying ATM switch core, IP

can directly benefit from the hardware processing efficiencies of
ATM switching technology, or looking at it from the other perspec-

tive, ATM can enjoy the inherent flexibility and adaptability that are

among IP’S greatest strengths.
Our work uses ATM technology to build scalable high-performance

gigabit IP routers and tightly couples the 1Pand ATM layers to obtain

maximum advantage from each. We plan to use the proposed aItpm

router to implement a variety of 1Pprotocols and control algorithms,
including 1Pversion 4, the proposed IP version 6, and various packet

scheduling and congestion control algorithms to support both best
effort and continuous media traffic. The software implementations
will allow us to experiment with and fine tune the protocols and
algorithms that form the core of the next generation 1P in the con-

text of a gigabit environment. The underlying multi-csw embedded

system will ensure that there are enough CPU and memory cycles to

perform all 1Ppacket processing at gigabit rates.
We believe that the altpm architecture will not only lead to a

scalable high-performance gigabit 1P router technology, but will
also demonstrate that 1P and ATM technologies can be mutually

supportive. In addition, the architectural approach developed here,
in which powerful general-purpose processors are closely coupled

to a high-speed and scalable switching system, offers possibilities
that go beyond IP routing. The integration of IP with ATM maybe

viewed as just a first example of a new form of ‘integrated layer
processing’ that blurs the boundaries between different network

layers and between the network and application processing layers.

While in the past, the conventional wisdom has been to keep these

layers strictly separated, there has been a growing appreciation of

the potential advantages that may be obtained by a disciplined and

carefully structured blurring of the boundaries in the workstations
and servers that use the network. We expect that similar advantages
can be obtained by carrying this process into the network core, as
well.
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